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Fundamentals  
of Entity Resolution

Executive summary
Entity resolution, also known as ‘matching’, is a difficult process at the 
core of any Master Data Management (MDM) software and ensuring 
your business’ match processes are optimized is a critical aspect of 
MDM program success. Utilizing Dun & Bradstreet (D&B) as a strate-
gic partner within your MDM environment, regardless of the software 
vendor you partner with, can significantly improve and simplify the 
process of entity resolution for your company. It can produce match 
results that your MDM software would not have been able to generate 
on its own – ultimately improving the ROI on your company’s invest-
ments in MDM software, Data Governance, and external Master/Ref-
erence data.  Understanding the differences between MDM matching 
and D&B matching, as well as the system architectures best-fit for your 
business, are both necessary to optimize the value of your relationships 
with D&B and your MDM software provider. 

This whitepaper explores the fundamentals of entity resolution, the 
differences between matching performed by D&B as a means to link 
its reference data to your master data, and the matching capabili-
ties typically provided by MDM software providers.  It contrasts the 
differences between the match protocols used by D&B and those used 
by MDM software vendors, and it discusses the various architectural 
options for the implementation of D&B matching into a MDM infra-
structure. It concludes by offering additional best practices and issues 
to consider when optimizing the process of matching within your MDM 
infrastructure. 

Introduction
A core feature of all MDM software platforms is the capability to per-
form entity resolution, which according to Gartner1, is “the capability 
to resolve multiple labels, products, or other noun classes of data into 
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a single resolved entity”. In its simplest form, Master Data Manage-
ment involves creating single versions of the truth for a given business 
entity in an organization – entities such as ‘customers’, ‘suppliers’, or 
‘prospects’.2 All mainstream MDM solutions provide the ability to make 
a determination, with varying degrees of confidence, of when two 
separate records should actually be grouped (or resolved) into a single 
entity. Without entity resolution all MDM platforms would basically 
be a little more than proprietary databases with workflow and ETL 
tools attached to them. Known simply as ‘matching’, entity resolution 
is a difficult and resource-intensive process that is a simple concept to 
grasp, but, is an incredibly difficult science to perfect. Understanding in-
ternal limitations on their ability to develop robust in-house solutions to 
matching is often what drives many companies to make the leap from 
home-grown master data solutions to products offered by some of the 
prominent MDM providers.

Another concept at the core of Master Data Management is reference 
data. Reference data, as defined by the MDM Institute, is “coded, se-
mantically stable, relatively static data sets shared by multiple constit-
uencies”3. In other words, reference data is data that an organization 
can generally trust to be accurate, complete, and consistent regardless 
of how it’s internally applied. D&B manages the world’s largest refer-
ence dataset for companies and contacts and is used by 90% of the 
Fortune 500 - many of which are leveraging D&B data within some of 
the world’s largest MDM implementations. The unique key for compa-
nies and associated contacts in the D&B universe is the DUNs number 
– and in order to leverage the benefits of D&B reference data – a match 
between the source data of a company and D&B data must be made. 
Generally, this match of customer data to D&B’s reference data is 
made using D&B proprietary processes that exist outside the MDM 
infrastructures of its customers. 

MDM software match fundamentals
To perform entity resolution, most MDM platforms utilize a method 
called clustering, where the goal is to create a group (cluster) of can-
didates which are all likely to share the same attributes. The MDM 
software will use powerful statistical algorithms to make inferences 
about candidates to the cluster, where logical links can be made based 
on similarities shared across entities. The more records being matched, 
the more resources are required by those algorithms to complete the 
matching process. For example, if there were only 5 records being 
matched together in an MDM hub, there would be 10 possible combina-
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tions that the MDM software would, at a minimum, need to evaluate:

At larger scales, the math behind matching can become fairly daunt-
ing – not to mention the time and resources needed by the software to 
run a match process.4 This process is further complicated by the fact 
that two records, when individually compared, may not necessarily be 

obviously related to each other. They 
may actually be related via a shared 
connection to a third candidate. To 
help improve possible match results 
beyond one-to-one matching, the 
match algorithms used by MDM 
software will try to draw inferences 
across multiple candidates, where 
match associations, with varying de-

grees of probability, can be made in situations where two records share 
a characteristic indirectly through a third candidate.

For example, if Candidate Record A is related to Candidate Record 
B (let’s assume via similarities in the company name), and Candidate 
Record B is related to Candidate Record C (perhaps by sharing a 
similar address), then it’s logical to assume that Candidate Record A 
is probably/potentially related to Candidate Record C.  Also known as 
probabilistic or ‘fuzzy’ matching, this process relies on the application of 
complex match algorithms, where the accuracy and efficiency of those 
various algorithms is a competitive differentiator of MDM software pro-
viders. Unfortunately, given that fuzzy matching algorithms rely purely 
on probabilities, even when two entities share similar (or even identical) 
attributes, without comparing those entities to an accurate reference 
source, there is no guarantee they are actually the same thing.

Further complicating matters, the similarities between and across 
candidates are actually being calculated at an attribute or field level, 
where the sum of those matches is being aggregated to produce a 
match probability at a record or object level. In very simple terms, this 
explains why entity resolution is so computationally difficult. In any 
given corporate environment the number of possible combinations of 
relationships across entities and data siloes that need to be mathe-

|  1 - 2  |  1 - 3  |  1 - 4  |  1 -5  |  2 -3  |  2 -4  |  2 -5  |  3 -4  |  3 -5  |  4 -5  |

figure 1.0

“Configuring match 
 algorithms to produce 
optimal results for a 
given company is also 
a time  consuming and 
 resource-intensive effort.”
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matically evaluated can get exponentially large – quickly.  In response, 
some providers are looking to alternative means of matching using 
systems based more in Machine Learning (ML) – the topic of a different 
whitepaper.

Configuring match algorithms to produce optimal results for a given 
company is also a time consuming and resource-intensive effort. This 
process involves running multiple iterations of test matches during 
the implementation of MDM software to determine which algorithms, 
and, which combination of attribute weightings will produce the best 
matches possible.5 Since there are typically several stakeholder groups 
and individuals involved in the implementation of MDM software in 
a given company, each with their own preferences for match results, 
creating and managing the team responsible for determining these 
match rules can often be a painstaking task. Managing these rules is 
also not a one-time event, but rather, something an organization must 
continually re-evaluate within the context of its ongoing data gover-
nance program. 

There are a lot of different match algorithms, but they all share some 
fundamentally similar characteristics – in that complex mathematical 
calculations are being made to somehow relate records in a dataset 
to other records in that same dataset. In other words, MDM software 
will only match data in a hub against itself, and unless reference data 
is loaded into an MDM hub, there is no way for those match algo-
rithms to know if the data being evaluated is actually accurate, or not. 
Given that the D&B reference set for companies contains over 270MM 
records, the cost and time needed for all companies to load the full 
reference file into their hubs is simply not practical.

figure 2.0
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Take for example, a very small MDM hub that contains only four cus-
tomer records, all of which share some similar attributes:

Most MDM matching algorithms will group all four of these records 
into the same logical cluster under a single unique ID, and, potentially 
create a new ‘gold master’ record based on your business rules around 
record promotion/survivorship. What the MDM software matching 
algorithm cannot do is tell you if the candidate entities used to create 
the gold master are viable companies that you should consider doing 
business with. The MDM software cannot also know if any one (or 
all) of those records are real companies.  The source records used in 
the matching process to create the Gold Master could very well have 
been completely fictitious entities concocted by creative salespeople 
looking to work around sales assignment rules, or, customers giving you 
false addresses on a form on your website in order to get a free down-
load. The same is true for the Gold Master itself.  Are your business rules 
for creating Gold Master records actually creating real business enti-
ties? Or are they creating what I jokingly refer to as ‘Franken-Entities’? 
The MDM match algorithm knows only to group similar records to-
gether and makes no evaluation on the underlying quality or accuracy 
of that data, or, the resulting Gold Master. Knowing what’s real, and 
therefore what should (or shouldn’t) be included in your organization’s 
master data is where D&B matching comes into play.

Dun & Bradstreet match fundamentals
As previously mentioned, D&B is a reference set of “pre-mastered” 
data about companies and the people who work at them.  D&B spends 
millions of dollars a year maintaining a global database of over 270MM 
companies that is maintained using the most stringent governance 
stewardship policies that have been perfected over 175 years of D&B 
being in business.  

Candidate 1 Candidate 2 Candidate 3 Candidate 4 Gold Master

Company Acme Acme Inc Acme Company Acme Inc Acme Inc

Address 123 Elm Way 123 Elm Way P.P. Box 1234 null 123 Elm Way

City Springfield Springfield Springfield Springfield Springfield

State IL IL MO IL IL

Zip 78717 null 20190 78717 78717

Phone (800) 555-1212 null (800) 555-1212 (800) 555-1212 (800) 555-1212

Source ID 12335 7F34G1 609-98A 34983 New Master ID

figure 3.0
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Utilizing D&B as a reference source in your MDM environment requires 
your master data to be matched to D&B’s master data.  Yes, this is a 
match process – but it’s a fundamentally different one from the match-
ing used by your MDM software, as we will explore below. When used 
together, the combination of D&B’s matching with your MDM soft-
ware’s matching can produce highly effective results that exceed what 
your MDM software would often have been able to do on its own. 

Unlike the matching in your MDM hub that requires all records in a 
dataset to be evaluated against all other records in that same set 
(which can produce extremely large numbers of possible match com-
binations, as highlighted in Figure 1.0), D&B matching only requires 
that a single candidate company be matched to a known universe of 
approximately 270MM companies – all of which are already known 
to be unique.  So, using the match example above in Figure 3.0, if you 
have  5 records being matched to D&B, each candidate record can  be 
evaluated individually against the reference set – producing only one 
possible (or likely) combination. So, unlike MDM software that would 
produce 10 combinations for the same group for potential evaluation, 
where those matches are often being made via an inference, with D&B 
matching there would only be 5 potential combinations that need to be 
evaluated.  An individual candidate record will potentially match to an 
individual record in the reference data set, or, it won’t. Put another way, 
the only way a ‘cluster’, or group of records sharing the same attributes 
could be produced by a D&B  match process, is if a group of candidate 
records are all matched, individually, to the same DUNs number – 
D&B’s proprietary key on each unique record in its reference set.

Another fundamental difference inherent to D&B matching as com-
pared to MDM matching is that D&B’s reference file contains a wealth 
of additional information about a given company, including things like 
past company names, previous locations, ‘tradestyles’6 and even previ-
ous corporate phone numbers – all of which are present in the D&B ref-
erence set, and, all of which can be used to help improve overall match 
quality7. What this means is that if a candidate record in a source file 
has an old or outdated address or phone number, D&B can still produce 
an accurate match because those old addresses and phone numbers 
are included as metadata for that company in the D&B reference file. 
The vast wealth of historical data on companies that D&B uses to 
produce matches that MDM systems simply cannot produce on their 
own is a critical consideration for a company evaluating the use of D&B 
data within its MDM environment. As noted above, MDM software 
does not inherently know if the data provided for a given candidate re-
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cord is accurate, or not. It can try to infer accuracy using business rules 
(such as ‘last update date’) and fuzzy logic8, but, it cannot know on its 
own if the address of a given record was current or outdated9. Using 
D&B data and matching, in conjunction with MDM matching, allows a 
company to know, with certainty, if a record in its MDM hub is associ-
ated to a going business concern, or not. 

The internal D&B reference file is not the only feature differentiating 
D&B matching from MDM matching. D&B’s match protocols have 
been tuned and perfected over decades of use to optimize results 
based on billions of previous customer inquiries, where multiple 
match methods are used, including sound, word meaning, geographic 
location, linguistic insights, and context. D&B holds multiple patents 
worldwide relating to entity resolution, geographic disambiguation, 
and related capabilities. It continues to invest heavily to ensure its 
match engines are consistently producing the best results – a process 
seamless to D&B customers that, unlike MDM match rules, does not 
necessarily require an ongoing investment in stewards to be constantly 
‘tuning’ those match rules.      

These differences between MDM matching, which often relies on 
drawing inferences between candidates, and D&B matching, which 
relies on the use of a reference source10, are relevant in how you decide 
to architect your integration to D&B. This is the topic of the next sec-
tion of this whitepaper. 

D&B MATCHING MDM SOFTWARE MATCHING

Type of matching Referential Probabalistic / Fuzzy

Match Baseline / Source Global Reference Database Itself

Level of Match Rule Configura-
bility Low High

Speed of Match Execution* High Low

Speed of Deployment High Low

Cost to Maintain Low High

Multi-Domain Matching No (Company only) Yes

Deployment Model On Prem or Hosted On Prem or Hosted

* The speed at which matching occurs for both D&B and MDM software is a function of the volume of records being match-
ed, however, due to its reliance on the use of a reference data set, D&B matching can typically be executed much quicker on 
a comparably sized dataset than MDM matching.

Summary of the differences in d&b entity resolution vs. mdm software entity resolution
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Architecture options for integrating D&B Master 
Data to an MDM environment

Should your company integrate D&B data as a reference source into 
its MDM environment, there are a number of possible system architec-
tures for consideration. The differences between these options are gen-
erally differentiated by the quality of your source data and the business 
requirements around timeliness of data in your MDM hub. 

1. Match to D&B ‘in front’ of your MDM match process 

Architecture Description

Source data will typically be aggregated into a 

staging environment, where prior to matching 

to D&B the data is normalized / standardized to 

improve the likelihood of a match. This process 

is often orchestrated via the ETL software that 

comes pre packaged with most large MDM 

platform vendors.

 High-confidence matches are appended with 

a D&B DUNs number, and often, additional 

firmographic information is also appended 

such as the corporate hierarchy. This additional 

data is then often appended to records that are 

subsequently loaded into the MDM hub, so that 

reference data can be utilized in downstream 

MDM match processes.

When to consider this architecture

This approach is a recommended best-practice 

for most MDM implementations and allows 

for D&B reference data (including the DUNs 

number) to be utilized as weighting factors in 

the MDM match processes. It also allows for the 

flexibility of excluding out-of-business entities 

or other invalid records from the master record 

creation process. 

 This approach of matching source records to 

D&B prior to running your MDM match is also 

consistent with D&B’s typical MDM ‘reference 

architecture’, where D&B Solution Architects 

will generally recommend that a match to D&B 

is performed at the time the record is created 

within a source system. A subsequent re-match 

to D&B once that record is populated to the 

MDM hub would only be necessary if proactive 

monitoring for change, via the D&B Direct API 

(also a recommended best practice), had not 

been enabled within the source system – where 

the re-match (known internally by D&B as a ‘re-

certification’) to D&B is basically done to ensure 

you have the most current information on that 

particular company.

When you should consider an alternative 

architecture

If your source data is extremely low quality (null 

fields, invalid fields, etc.), you may potentially 

benefit from running your data through your 

MDM match process as a ‘first pass’ match as 

a means to try to improve the overall quality 

prior to matching to D&B. A better approach, 

however, may be to profile your data outside the 

MDM process in an effort to make some quality 

improvements which will benefit both the D&B 

match and the MDM match. 
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FIGURE 5.0
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2. Match to D&B after your MDM match process

Architecture Description

Source data will typically be normalized / stan-

dardized within the MDM software platform (or 

by the ETL software of the MDM provider).

 MDM match processes are run to either 

link matched source records together under a 

common ID and newly promoted gold master 

(registry style MDM), or, where matched records 

are merged together into a new gold master 

record (federated/operational style MDM).

 D&B matching is performed against the 

gold master record and not against the 

source records.

When to consider this architecture

This is generally not a recommended best 

practice since matching to D&B after your MDM 

match can hinder the value of using D&B as a 

reference source because your MDM match 

rules could: a) create gold master records from 

invalid or out-of-business entities, b) fail to 

promote records that should be promoted, c) fail 

to group/match records that should be matched. 

Generally, the only time this architecture should 

be considered is when all of the source records 

already have D&B DUNs numbers, and, where 

your MDM match rules heavily weigh / prefer the 

DUNs within their match algorithms.

When you should consider an alternative 

architecture

Generally, if you are going to use D&B as a 

reference source in your MDM, then you should 

almost always look for a different approach to in-

tegrating D&B into your MDM environment than 

having your D&B match after your MDM match.
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Architecture Description

The entire D&B Master Data file (or portions thereof) is loaded into an MDM hub similarly 

to any other source of data.

When to consider this architecture

If the scope of your business operations requires or supports having the entire D&B refer-

ence file of 270MM+ global records in your MDM (in other words, the universe of potential 

prospects/leads and customers IS the global reference file), or, if for some reason your 

business requirements are such that your match rules are drastically different than D&B 

match rules, you may need to consider taking this approach. This approach is also more 

defensible in a situation where your business operates in a narrowly defined geographical 

region, where you could conceivably load every D&B record for that region into your hub 

for complete visibility on current and future customers.

When you should consider an alternative architecture

Most companies would almost always want to avoid this approach – primarily because 

doing so forces you to completely forego the benefits of using / incorporating D&B match-

ing processes into your MDM infrastructure. Only a select few F100 companies will have 

the need for such architecture – and for those that do – they almost all have completely 

customized solutions that involve multiple D&B integration points and solutions. If you 

think your company needs such a solution and it is not already partnered with D&B, 

please contact a D&B Solution Architect.  
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Additional recommended match best practices / 
match considerations
In addition to ensuring you have the right overall architecture to 
optimize the use of D&B Master Data and matching in your MDM envi-
ronment, there are a number of additional considerations that system 
architects typically need to consider to ensure optimal match results. 
They include:

1. Source Data Normalization and Validation
As a standard best practice we typically recommend that all data go-
ing into an MDM hub go through a standard normalization process to 
get all record fields in a standard format (name, address, phone, etc.). In 
some MDM platforms this process will also require an address valida-
tion – either via the USPS or some other proprietary process from the 
software vendor. Running these processes to ‘pre cleanse’ your source 
data will help improve both the D&B match process and the MDM 
match process.11 All of the major providers of MDM software will have 
some sort of Data Quality tool that will help fulfill this function – either 
incorporated directly to the MDM platform or as a separate add-on.

2. Data Completeness
Should you apply a minimum standard of data completeness to any 
records you bring into your MDM hub for matching?  Should you ‘pre-
screen’ your source data and apply rules to exclude some records prior 
to attempting to match them?  Would you want to try to reject any 
source records that had null values for company name or address? In a 
perfect world, all records coming into your MDM hub would have 100% 
of the fields complete 100% of the time, but in practice, this is rarely the 
case. Most companies that D&B works with are actively trying to stop 
the flow of ‘garbage in’, but for a variety of reasons there are often sce-
narios where this isn’t the case and the quality of data coming into your 
MDM environment may be very low.  

As mentioned above, matching is a difficult and computationally in-
tense exercise. These factors give credence to the idea that limiting the 
number of records that you are trying to match, either to D&B or within 
your MDM hub, would be a wise choice.  However, this may not always 
be the right choice for your company. There are at least three reasons/
benefits for avoiding the application of any sort of business rules to pre-
screen records from your MDM environment:
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• You lack full organizational alignment to your overall Data Gov-
ernance program; where certain business units continue to allow 
for low-quality records to propagate within your environment. In 
this situation, providing reports from your MDM environment that 
highlights the poor data quality emanating from some business 
units can be a highly effective motivational tool for the owners of 
that data to take actions to improve it.

• You are partnered with D&B for matching. All else being equal, 
the more complete your source records, the more accurate your 
matching will be. However, D&B can often produce high confi-
dence matches even when key fields, including the company 
address, are missing.

• c. You are investing in data stewardship and the value of manually 
resolving bad data exceeds its cost. This assumes, of course, that 
your company has quantified the costs/benefits of its enterprise 
data – but unfortunately – many have not.

3. D&B Integration Patterns
There are a myriad of ways that D&B Master Data and D&B matching 
can be incorporated into your MDM environment – and no two MDM 
environments or businesses they support are the same. As such, there is 
no single ‘best practice’ for integrating D&B into your environment. The 
best practice for your company will likely be a hybrid solution incorpo-
rating one or more of the typical patterns outlined below: 

a. File-based integration where D&B matching occurs ‘offline’ via se-
cure file transfers.
b. API-based integration, where D&B matching occurs transaction-
aly within source systems at the time of record creation, or, within the 
MDM hub itself (or any other system/application initiating the API 
calls to D&B).
c. ‘Native’ integrations to CRM/ERP/MDM environments, where D&B 
matching can be invoked from within the platforms or environment of 
third-party software providers, such as Informatica or Salesforce.com.

Your D&B Solution Architect will work with you to determine the best 
fit based on your business goals, systems infrastructure, and MDM 
strategy. 
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1 See Gartner IT Glossary, ‘Entity Resolution and Analysis’
2 MDM Software can also resolve other entities such as ‘products’ or ‘contracts’, but, the 
focus of this whitepaper is all entities that can be associated to commercial businesses.
3 See the MDM Institute: What is RDM?
4 One of D&B’s larger customers has over a billion records in its customer hub and 
running a complete match process of all records in the hub using MDM software takes 
nearly 8 weeks. According to a 2012 Paper on Entity resolution from researchers at 
Stanford, “entity resolution is a compute-intensive process… (and) entity resolution 
algorithms must perform a very large number of comparisons”. See: http://infolab.
stanford.edu/serf/
5  A ‘weighting’ is a measure of the relative importance of a given field in a candidate 
record in relation to all other fields that are being used in a match process.  For example, 
if there were only two fields being considered by a given match algorithm, an equal 
weighting of each field would be 50%.
6  A ‘tradestyle’ is also known as a ‘doing business as’ name.   
7  Also known internally in D&B as ‘match keys’, there are literally billions of additional 
fields of data within the reference file that D&B can use to improve the quality of a 
match. These billions of fields are not directly exposed to D&B customers, but, they 
are at the core of D&B’s ability to match outdated company information to current 
company information.
8  Fuzzy logic is also known as ‘probabilistic’ matching.  
9  Without using D&B or some other trustworthy reference source, the only way to 
know, with confidence, if the information included in a given company or contact 
record in an MDM hub is accurate, is to use data stewards to review and verify the 
information – typically using the internet, other publically accessible data sources, or 
even contacting the company directly.  Data Stewardship is a costly and time-con-
suming exercise that can rarely be avoided in an MDM environment, but, using D&B’s 
‘pre-mastered’ reference data can allow companies to essentially outsource this 
function to a company that’s been perfecting Master Data for over 170 years.
10  D&B matching is often mislabeled as ‘deterministic’ matching; a method that 
typically relies on finding exact matches across fields/records. D&B matching applies 
probabilistic algorithms to determine best-matches to a record, but, it does so within 
the context of a reference set of unique and accurate match candidates.
11  USPS Address validation is inherent to the D&B matching process. In other 
words, if you provide an invalid address in a D&B match process, upon a successful 
match D&B will 
provide the accurate address back in the match results. However, the primary differ-
ence between the address validation processes included (or added) to MDM software 
platforms is that they can be used to automatically update/edit the source data, 
whereas D&B will not natively change any source data. If running an address valida-
tion process incurs you no incremental costs on top of your MDM software cost, then 
running an address validation prior to sending a record to D&B is likely a wise choice. 
If, however, running an address validation incurs your company an incremental cost to 
your D&B costs, then you should consider simply leveraging D&B’s address valida-
tion services.
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